Keeping the Wind in Your Sails
JILL S. TIETJEN, P.E., SWE AND MARY D. PETRYSZYN, SWE

ikethe golfer who throws
blades of grass in the air
to determine the direction
of the wind, sailors need
to examine all of the
weather signs to figure out how
hard and in which direction the
wind is blowing. Keeping the wind
in their sails enables sailors to move
forward in the proper direction and
at the optimal speed to reach their
goal. How do you as an engineer
keep the wind in your sails to stay
passionate about all you are doing
in your life? We suggest the following steps for smooth sailing.
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Do what you love and love what you do
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A major part of what
keeps us energized about
what we do is that we truly
love doing it! It hardly even
seems like "work" when
you enjoy the things you
do. In fact, when you find a
task or problem interesting,
you derive great satisfaction
from working on that task,
developing a solution to a
problem, or implementing a
solution you've developed
and seeing it come to life.
To move in the right
direction, you must know
enough about yourself to
understand what types of
things excite you, pique
your interest, and motivate you. You need to
understand what you love
to do. If you don't love
what you do, it might be
time for you to consider a change.
Can you modify your current job
assignment, for example, to incorporate more of the things you
love? Might you be able to
change the role you are playing
on a team to one that better suits
your interests? Maybe it's as simple as learning more about the
impact of what you are involved
in and how your efforts fit into
the bigger picture to reignite your
passion.
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Benefit from a support network
A strong support network of
friends and colleagues will help
you keep the wind in your sails.
Organizations, including the
Society of Women Engineers, play
a pivotal role in offering connections to other professionals who
often have wisdom to offer. These
organizations also offer career
alternatives, volunteer opportunities, and educational seminars that
can help you develop additional
skills and keep your perspective
and attitudes fresh. Your network
of good friends provides stress
relief, helps you stay on track,
serves as a sounding board, pro-

vides you with needed advice,
tells you the truth, and cheers you
on with the encouragement you
require when you face a challenging situation.

Avoid burnout
Staying on track and passionate
in any role can be stressful.
Maintaining life balance can be
challenging when you are focused
and consumed doing something
you love and believe is important.

Long hours can take a toll. Take
care not to become so consumed by
your job and your life that you stop
having fun. Time off, social gatherings, family outings, reading a
good novel, or taking a long, hot
bath can let your mind work
though tough problems without
your even consciously thinking
about them. Be assured, without
some stress relief, you risk burning
out that passion, losing the wind in
your sails, and getting off course!

Keep your eyes open for opportunities
Opportunities don't always
come looking for us - we have to
have our eyes open and be on the
lookout for them. And
we have to learn how
to recognize opportunities, both work-related and outside of
work, that are often
disguised. As Thomas
Edison said,
"Opportunity is
missed by most people
because it is dressed in
overalls and looks like
work." A new or different opportunity
may be just what the
"doctor ordered" to
bolster our flagging
energy. Even if an
opportunity requires
significant efforts on
your part, if it fits in
with your passion and
allows you to learn
something you find
interesting and exciting, in reality,
itwon't feel like work.

Stay congruent
Once you have identified what
you love to do, remember to
examine all opportunities that
come your way to stay congruent
and keep that wind in your sails.
Don't be fooled by opportunities
that seem too good to be true. A
job change that offers a large
salary increase, for example, but
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takes you away from what you
love to do, may not be the right
move for you. If you wake up
every morning dreading the work
day ahead - it will very quickly
not matter how much money
you're making, you'll still be miserable. When you evaluate any
opportunity, be sure to look at it
from all angles, and ensure it
aligns with what you find most
satisfying and rewarding.

Learn to say no
Sometimes this means you have
to say no. And, yes, this is really
tough for many of us. It is often
easier to say no for those opportunities that aren't well-aligned with
what makes us happy and excited.
The more difficult circumstance is
when it's a plum assignment or a
great speaking engagement, for
instance, but you now need 30
hours in a 24-hour day to get
everything done to which you
have already committed. If saying
yes means you will not be satisfied with the product you are able
to deliver, then say no. You may
be able to say no gracefully and
feel better by recommending a
friend or colleague with similar
passion and interests for this
opportunity. Look at what you
will have accomplished. You will
have helped someone else keep
the wind in her sails and you will
glean some vicarious satisfaction
by seeing her succeed!
You can remain passionate, find
the right work-life balance, and
retain your sanity in the bargain!
When all you can see ahead is
strong weather and rough seas,
remember the steps outlined in
this article to help you find
smoother water and keep that
wind in your sails.
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MICHIGAN STATE
UNIVERSITY
Faculty Positions in Advanced Energy/
Transportation Initiative
The Michigan State University community realized
the societal challenges in future years regarding
energy need and use. To address this, we are
expanding its energy related research and educational programs with an initiative in hybrid vehicles
and novef energy conversion devices and systems
through a coordinated hiring of faculty members in
three departments
within the College of
Engineering ..As IJan of this expansion, the College
of Engmeenng mvues applications for .muluple
tenure-track, academic year, faculty posinons to
complement the acnvines of several current faculty
working In the area. Particular Interests within this
rrunanve mcludes energy storage mcludmg battery,
ultra-capacitor and mechanical storage; hybnd
vehicle power conversion; powertram and vehicle
topology and design mcludmg power transrmssron,
electrorucs, commurucanon and control systems;
environmentally robust CirCUItdesign; novel energy
conversion devices and systems including photovoltaics, photosynthesis-inspired systems, thermoelectrics chemical to mechanical conversion efficient light production, and other power gene~tion
techniques from renewable rescurces; alternative
fuel sources including bio-based fuels waste heat
recovery and power electronics and co~trol systems
for these energy conversion systems. These faculty
will have appointments in the depanments of
Chemical Engineering and Materials Science,
Electrical and Computer Engineering and/or
Mechanical Engineering. They are expected to
develop nationally recogn.ized, externally funded
research and to provide leadership in educational

and outreach programs in the areas of hybrid vehicles and energy conversion devices. Collaboration
potential with complementary research in the other
Departments in the college and university is considered especially beneficial to the initiative. Applicants
at all ranks will be considered. We anticipate making at least one senior appointment. A Ph.D. degree
is required.
Michigan State University, a research intensive premier Land Grant University,enjoys a park-like earnpus of over 2,000 developed acres and over 3,000
acres of outlying research facilitiesand natural areas.
The campus is adjacent to the city of East Lansing
and the capital city of Lansing. The Greater Lansing
area has approximately 250,000 residents. The local
communities have excellent school systems and
place a high value on education. Michigan State
University is pro-active in exploring opportunities
for the employment of spouses, both inside and
outside the University.
..
"
Applications should be received by Apnl 15, 2006
for full consideration, however the search will connnue until the positions are filled.Applicants should
submit a cover letter, a full resume, a statemen: oj
research plan, a statement of teaching interests and the
names ndcontact information
three references.
Only e ectromc sublTIlSSt0nswi! be accepted and
should be submitted Via. www.egr.msu.edul
energyapply. The College of EnJljneenng and the
University are committed to bu dmg a culturally
diverse faculty and strongly encourage applications
from women and rmnonnes.
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INSTITUTION.

NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER
CARDEROCK DIVISION
POSITION:
Two Senior Research ScientistlTechnical Consultant, ST-871-00
LOCATION:
Naval Sea Systems Command, Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock
Division, West Bethesda, MD
The Carderock Division is the Navy's center for excellence for Ships and Ship Systems. The
Division is the full-spectrum research and development, test and evaluation, engineering, and fleet
support organization for the Navy's ships, submarines, military watercraft, and unmanned vehicles
with insight into new concepts and technologies for the Navy's fleet of the 21" century. Two
Senior ScientistlTechnical Consultant vacancies currently exist:
High Speed Marine Vehicle Hydrodynamics
The selectee will serve as the primary source of
expertise to NA VSEA, NSWC Carderock Division for hydrodynamics technology as applied to
high speed surface ships and vehicles. He/she must have achieved an internationally recognized
level of excellence in the area of high speed ships including conventional and unconventional hull
forms, drag reduction, propulsors, hull propulsor interaction, propulsor efficiency, seakeeping,
maneuvering and stability. Research efforts include understanding fields of high Reynolds
number viscous drag reduction, wave making drag of semi-planning transom stern vessels, and
dynamic stability of novel hull forms in steep waves. Scientific contributions must include
solving significant Navy problems.
Announcement number NE6-0871-00-4G344686-FL
Ship Survivability, Modeling and Simulation, and Computational Mechanics
. This position
requires extensive knowledge and experience in physical sciences (physics and engineering),
structural dynamics, numerical. analyses, and weapons effects (shock, blast, fragmentation,
ballistics, etc.) as they relate to advanced computational tool and assessment methodology R&D.
The selectee must have achieved an internationally recognized level of excellence in the field.
Scientific contributions must include solving significant Navy problems. Announcement number
NE6-087 I -00-4G342062-FL
Salary will be set by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower & Reserve Affairs) within
the range of $129,024 - $152,000. These positions will be advertised through the Department of
the Navy's on-line application system at www.donhr.navv.mil . For more details and to access the
announcement, click on "Jobs, Jobs, Jobs" twice, click on "Search for Jobs", answer the questions
and enter the announcement number.
.Applications must be received or postmarked by OS/26/06
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